Last Chance Today
For Camp Sign-up
Today is the test day of registration for the West Coast Nattre
school’s Sequoia trek, announced
Mrs. Margaret Guenther, Science
department secretary.

Mabel R. Gillis, Librarian
California Stilte Library
Sacramento 9, California #2
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Porneroyst
Unveiled Tonight
By WALLY WENZEL

’Pomeroy’s Past’’, the third of the repertory plays to appear in
the Studio Theater, will be presented tonight and tomorrow night
at 8:15. Shirley Wilbur will play the female lead as Amanda Chilton.
William Furnell arid Russell Scimeca will share honors as Pomeroy
Childton tonight and tomorrow night, repectiyely.
Dorothy Williams will portray
Mary Thorne, and the part of Ed ward Mars); will be taken i*
Upson tonight and Francis Lickwar tomorrow evening.
Betsy .Smith will be seen as
Francesca, Donald Pearlman will
take the part pf Tom Flynn, and
John Hayden will ,portray.Trebus
lierninway.
Kathy liollmer will play Hilda
Members of the 1949 Spardi
(;ras committee remedied Spardi tonight, and Givenn Dam will he
’
seen in the part tomorrow. Edwin
Gras sore spot yesterday when
Nloslier and Joseph teuzzetti will
y
e
presented Queen
Mary Lynnh
radii wtray :
Edge, in that order.
Ilrandt with a \ ariely of gifts Mane Lickwar will. complete the
from local merchants in recogni- cast as Frances.
lion of her position.
. -Directed by Miss Elizabeth M.
I.oeftler, all action of the Clare
Previously, discontent had been Kummer play will be confined to
expressed because the queen had one scenery set.
Technical staff for the producbeen given nothing. Past Spardi
Gras queens had neter failed to lion is Conrad Smith, stage manreap rich rewards and it. scented ;ew and electrician, and Harold
fitting to honor Miss Brandt,-Who Upson, costume manager.
was in all probability the last of
the queens, with some tribute.

Committee Presents
Mary Lynn Brandt
With Queenly Gifts

’Flying 20’ To Hold
Final Competition

Miss Brandt receives) a huge
Roberta doll, courtes of the Fun
Shop. a %dollar merchandise order
from Wilfred Lerner, a like gift
-Fl3ing 20", SJSC tiying club,
Pium4aNwitPlar*01-44114411 114"wl"inteltt steo!serliWsifitwasain-inenii- of
a dress donated by row season at Warm Springs airHammer’s,
Prussia’s, and a play suit from port. Sunday ’Morning at 10, acThelma Richardson’s shop.
cording to an announcement from
10 addition Mary i,n will no the club.
star VC for the nextfive days pro-latt(:.::indIP:::.ein!;;amnirvieaeli’,0(ixtlin’tmed.
col%alert she uses her award of live
ree meals at the Dutch Mill. Last 110!.e, and Cal Poly.
An Invitation to (IMP’ Wit and
the list were six pairs ot Cherry
’lout shopers and lovesu-turn "root for alma mamay’ is extend ed to all students and faculty
uteri ’s Casual Wea r.
members; especially I those who
Spardi Gras contest Co-chair- have never seen an air meet.
"Flying 20", now a single unit.
man Dick Hoffman was the chief
instigator of the committee ad- plans expansion into a tv..o or
lion.
;three unit organization next year.
Shown widening the sidewalk
between the iihrary and coop are
members iif Blue Key, national
honorary seriice organization.

Apparently supervising the off---’Wietellte aViit’ked ptek while Bob
erations are (I. to r.) Toni Leon- Cooper parks the farina. Kneel ard, faculty adviser, and Howard ing are (I. to r.) Clyde Hewitt
iwin.
Brose. Smiling Roy Rertorelli and Ray e

Scholarship Award Winner!

Dick Russell Wins
Chronicle Editor Tells Club
Award
Cops: ’Work Like Hell’
State police students yesterday
heard Paul C. Smith, executive
editor and manager of the San
Francisco Chronicle, advise that
the best way to promote a strong
community economy is to "work
like hell in any job you have."
The address by Gov. Earl Warren,
scheduled for yesterday afternoon,
was postponed until 9!30 this
morning.
Faculty membe:s of the police
school and students were guests
of the FBI National Academy associates California chapter annual retraining session at the Civic
auditorium from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
yesterday.
In a bristling !speech/. Smith likened Communism and Fascism to
points of a circle, each only a few.
degrees apart, and not at opposite
ends of political thought. Agreeing with Henry Wallace that "we
must love the Russians", he said
that we must get overt disturbers
of the peace in Jail and then attempt to reform and love the others."
"You cannot drop a few atomic
bombs and have a war -over In 30
Minutes or 30 days. You have to
fight a long, dreary, disagreeable
operation," he emphasized.

Dick Russell. junior speech and
drama major Irom San Jose. is
Characterizing America as the winner of a $250 scholat%hip award
presented annually by the San
high middle ground in political
Jose Women’s club.
thought, Smith claimed that the
U.S. and the United Kingdom are
Selected by a ’faculty judging
l the only true revolutionary forces committee. Russell was chosen as
the department’s outaLanding stuin the world today. Russia, in condent for ills consistent scholastic
trast, according to the newspaper- average and extra-curricular acman, is reactionary and the pro- tivities in the fields of speech and
radio.
ponent of the dark ages.
Presented to a residunt of Santa
"Only one ’process has any real
Clara valley, the scholarship is
hope of reforming without a shootgiven to the most
promising
ing match. It is the simple and speech and drama student to furonly one:, stay on the hall in MI titer his academic studies.
ternattional relations; !Imp a dyThis is the first year a male stunamic economy, is top military dent has won the award, started
force and vital determination to in 1947. Previous winners were
defend ’due process’ while keeping Roxana Hildreth and Ruth Bryce.
down ridiculous hysterics."
Drs. Dorothy Kaucher, Margaret
Other speakei-s during the af- Letzer, James Clancy, Edgar Wilternoon session included Harry lis and Mr. Wallace Murray were
VanPelt,. F.B.I. special agent, who faculty committee members who
outlintd the straegy and charac- -selected Russell for the award.,
ter of bad check artists; Df. T. E.
Albers, superintendent, San Francisco hospital, detailing the work
of law enforcement and public hosJune 9
pital facilities; Dr. Jesse L. Carr, " PALO ALTO, Calif
assistant dean of pathology at U. (UP) Student Manager John T.
C., giving the value of pathological Pool Jr., announced today that
studies in legal medicine; Dr. Da- $500 has been donated by the Asvid Schmidt,
chief psychiatrist, sociate Students of Stanford uniSan Quentin penitentiary, analyz- versity to assist the 31 Chinese
ing "What Makes Them Do It?" students enrolled there.

el

’Farm’ Helps Chinese

DR. JAMES II. CLANCY, left, acting Speech department head, congratulates Dick Rime!l upon winning The. San Jose Women’s club
annual 1230 scholarship award.

1Thumbnail History Souvenir of Spardi
01Commerce Dept. Gras Still on Sale
Salute to LaTorre Stall Often a school is judged by a newcomer or prospective student ---Founded in 1928
Editorials

purely on the strength of the yearbook put’ out by the students. A
good yearbook can sell a prospect much faster and more easily than
any catalogue put out by the administi-ation. On the other hand, a
poor one is a poor advertisement of the students working on it and
loses prestige for the institution responsible for teaching those students their jobs.
If the future prestige and reputation of San Jose State college
hangs on the 1949 La Torre, they are in an exceeilingly safe position.
Co-editors Bob Moon and Jim Mapes an the entire La Torre
staffhave deserved highest praise for their pkiblication. More than
one person who should know have said that it Is the best put out yet
at State. We agree.
From a .purely technical aspect alone La Torre is oufstanding.
The usual mistakes have been eliminated by painstaking proof reading.
The layout is Very pleasing and a fine job was done in giving adequate
space fo individual photographs as far as that was. possible within
the limits imposed by tasteful layout and space.
From the standpoini ot service Ole La Torre staff has broken all
precedents for recent years. The yearbook came Eut on the day set
for distribution and the distribution itself was done quietly and efficiently.
The 1949 La Torre has set a high standard. -Doubtless it could be
improved; these publrcations are never perfect. However, the whole
La Torre staff is to be congratulated on distinguishing itself and the
college with a fine yearbook.

September Trial Balloon
Santa Clara s Bronco s and our Spartans meet next September in
a trial balloon- football game. Officials of both institutions heartily
agree that any undue" conduct resulting from the game will end
further athletic competition.
"Undue" conduct means raising hell, painting rival’s masonry,
destruction ol property, and raiding opposition campuses. This crosstown rivalry works both ways. It will stimulate gate receipts, but feelings will be considerably higher than would otherwise be true.
San Jose State college lost its 20-year tradition, Spardi Gras, on
much the same premisil as the Bronco contest agreement. Spartans
must prove that they can handle themselves, for there will be no
reprieve from the two schools’ --decision following this first game in
over 10 years. Glen Hartranft, P.E. department head, says the added income
will ease his department’s requests for money from A.S.B. funds
money that could be well .used for deserving functions. This game
may also set the stage for contests in other fields.
If this early fall game goes as well as the administrations of both
schools hope, San Jose State will be well on its way to a ’ naturalyearly game that benefits everyone.
The Bronco game ic a 9,7od thinglet’s keep it.

r

THRUST AND PARRY

By JOHN c()NRott
San Jose State college founded
its Commerce department in 1928.
The department when founded
had but four members and classes
were held in the old Training
school building, since torn down,
in the rear of the Morris Dailey
auditorium.
The first faculty wa,s composed
of four members, Dr.’ Elmer H.
Staffelbach, Prof. Gertrude C.
Ford, Prof. Arthur C. Kelley,
Prof. Doris Eznia Hoffman. Dr.
Staffelbach was the first department head and the department at
that, time offered two general division of work, namely, accounting and secretarial training.
Moved in ’SS
Dr. Staffelbach before assuming the position as department
head was associate professor of,
Education and Psychology.
The Commerce department was
moved from the Training school
building to its present home in
1933 when the new Science building was completed. Even today
traces of ’the laboratory equipment can be found in the departments’ class rooms.
Today the Commerce department has 19 faculty members and
3575 students enrolled .in commerce classes, 1250 of these itu-,
dents are Commerce majors. This
is one of the many facts that show
the rapid growth of San Jose
State college.
’Two New Members
The pfesent Commerce department head is Dr. Earl W. Atkinion who took over the depailniitht
in 1934. Dr. Atkinson remarked
when asked of the department’s
Plans. "We. are still a growing department.and will add two new
meniiers to our faculty next fall."
Of the original faculty there is
one member still teaching in the
’department, Professor A. C.
Kelley.
..
__

By JOHN ROMERO ’
When the good ship Spardi
Gras went. down just off the
Men’s gym on June 3, 1949, the
loss was thought to be complete
.
. but a number of survivors
in the Graduate
still remain
Manager’s office at 25 cents a
throw.
The gold-bound souvenir programs from the last Spardi Grab
In the history of Nun Jose State
college sUll lie in state in Mr.
William Felge’s oilier for the
benefit of those students who
wish to point %Ith pride in years
to come and say, "I was there."
The bp,oklats contain -pictures
of. participtfting organizations in
costume, the ’queen and her court,
a,nd members of the Spardi Gras
Committee. Dick McGlinchey, who
had the distinction of being the
last Spardi Gras publicity direetor, points with pride to the space
in the program reserved for autographs, and suggests that everybody quickly buy a pamphlet.
autograph it, and save it for the
kiddies.,
Mecalnehey, by the way, had
to purchase a new program. Somebody shot his full of holes with a
water pistol. Getting back to the
Spann Gras booklets, a chap by
the name of Donald Gifford, was
In charge of production. Gifford
did a commendable, job. He came
down to the campus on June 3
planning to enjoy his handiwork,
and was nearly drowned.

Tub Thumper Dick Mefilinche, last of a long line of
Spardi Grasopublicists, says a
few moinentoes of the Big Soiree
are still available.

Arcade
Shoe Shine and
Repair Shop
General repairs using the
finest materials and workmanship. We clean and dye any
type of shoe.
JOHN & ANDY
179 South First St. Phone Ballard 7751
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"Quality Achieved Through Intelligent Effort"

PIZZA PALACE
SPAGHUTI
PIZZA
RAVIOLI
Corner of
First and Willow

$ .50
,65
1.00
10 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Ciosd Wednesday

I

Daily Racked

happened to the Golden Girls are
they immune to color photograDear Thrust and Parry:
phy? The athletic department and
It has been an established fact
at many schools that the school the fraternities and sororities must
newspaper is one of I he most MI - have had a wonderful time compor tant contributors
to school . piling their annual. The photograspirit, something acutely lacking phy isn’t the least bit clear.
Last year’s La Torre .was an
at SJSC.
It appears that the Daily is far! outstanding credit to San Jose
State The_ 1919 edition A.,_vouldn’l
more Interested in. T’P releases’
and "true journalism" columns hold up at Milpitas high.
Ted Hook, ASH 3715.
than It is In fulfilling its job as al
Bob Dr bold, ASH 3914.
school newspaper. The consistently apparent lack of knowledge of
student affairs and general informatipn about the .An11, on ’the
part of the Daily shalt, is. appall Dear Thrust and Parry and
tug.
I.recommend the Daily publicize ASB 3454:
After four days of mopplog upall informatiorabout ASH functions as completely as given by bpardl Gras those "rose colored
the people in charge and publicize glasses" would be a relief. If you
it conspicuously so that the small, find the dean who owns them,
dark corners of the "paper" are tamale tip me off. I’d like to bornot the only places important ASB row them.
Paul M. Pitman.
info is available, if at all.
In .alfort,when there is a dance
or rally set, put it in headlines and
Bismarck, the capital of North
don’t cut out important informa- Dakota, has recorded the greatest
temperature extreme in the
tion concerning that function.
- Respectfully,
United States. The temperatures
RaY Bowdle, ASH 2803.
have ranged from 114 above to
45 below zero.

CHESTERFIELD

ON THE
ON ALL NB( STATIONS

Wants Rase Specs

La Torre Socked
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Wednesday this sChool’s representative publication met its subscribers. We refer to the La Torre.
A good school yearbook should
be something a student can keel)
and he proud to show his friends.
We wouldn’t show this year’s La
Torre to a Mongoloid idiot for fear
of insulting his Intelligence.
We concede that the cover is
quite on
however, the
innards are a perfect fraud. What

for you to smoke"

WE FILL PRESCRIPTIONS
and DELIVER IMMEDIATELY
COURTEOUS
FRIENDLY
EFFICIENT
SERVICE
For Spartans

The NAPOLI

Armstrong’s

SERVES GOOD FOOD
Coluteb4 6403
950 So. First St.

"Always Buy Chesterfield..
The Best Cigarette

When drug supplies
are needed fast
phone ballard 210

Don’t Argue!

1014s end William

SUPPER CLUB
VOTED BY RADIO MIRROR THE MOST PROMISING NEWCOMER-

BaUerd 210
Corr** 1149. Lamm

Wm. Toodons Co

ISouncI
.

Square
n

Vacation K esorts Beckon
Exam -Weary Spartans
By Helen Davis
tho Oregon border and south
Summer is calling north from
from the fiesta land of Mexico. Caliror&a’s many summer resorts and
vacation areas are trimming ground;, hiring summer help, and preparing for the rush of summer visitors.
Those lucky Spartans who will not have to work this summer or
attend Summer Session have been
cataloging resort -towns and out of-the-ordinary places to spend
days or weeks of relaxation.
Santa Cruz, Carmel and Monterey are perhaps the most wellknown vacation spots in this area,
with their sunny beaches and hisChi Pi Sigma police fraternity
torical points of interest.
will hold formal affiliation servCamping, hiking ’and hunting ices for 15 new pledges Saturday
are to be found in the Pinecrest, night ih the Student Union.
Lake Tahoe, and Yosemite areas.
Ceremonies will be held at 7:30
Russian River, Clear Lake, Bass and a dance honoring the new
Lake and Big Basin park have pledges will begin at 8:30. Music
been javorite vacation snots.
will be by Dick Frost and his trio.
San Mateo County Memorial
Neophytes will include: Gerald
park near La Honda is another Bland, Keith Melton, Merle Coe,
of the snewer places where the Jack Croughan, Dave Mitchell,
city-bound can go for escap e. Homer Ireland, Jim Holcomb, DeSwimming in the creek, hiking in Witt Hupp, Jim McMahon, Westhe historic redwoods, and camp- ley Dobbs, Bob Galli, Bob Whitteing are all features of the park. more, Hugh Bryant, Glen Ellis
A near-by point Of interest is and Dick Skewis.
Pescadero, where the college will
Pledgemaster Mel Riley is in
hold a summer at school, and charge of arrangements.
where local drama enthusiasts will
produe z.eseral plays.

15 New Members
Will Join Ranks
Of Chi Pi Sigma

Red Cross Elects

Wilson-Robertson
Are Wed in Chico
Mari iqe vossis vere exchanged
June 4 by Mitis Ys-Onne Wilson
and Phil Iftobertson in the Methodist church of Chico.- The formal double ring ceremony was
per;formcd by candlelight.
Miss Betty Brown of Chico was
the. br:de’s attendant and Carl
Holmberg of San Jose was best
man.,
Roberison was !_iraduated from
San Joe State college after serving as editor of the Spartan Daily
in sprint:, 1948. He now is reporting on l’ne Chico Enterprise Record.
The couple is honeymooning in
Sacramento and Big Basin.
Special guests at the wedding
were KeitkBlanchard and Wayne
ThompFon of San :Jose,

SAE Entertains
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
held a smoker recently for members of Theta Mu Sigma fraternity at the ranch of SAE alumnus
Sewell Brown in Los Gatos.
Entertainment was provided by
Stu McCullough and Stu %tiller.
In charge of the smoker were
Mike Tomas and Don Donovan.

_

si

I re f

Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, assistant
dean of omen,’ has been elected
to the hoard of electors of the
San Jose chapter of the American
Red Cross. According to an announcement from the Dean of
Women’s’ office, Mrs. Pritchard
was chosen by a nominating committee *of the local chapter.
Mrs. Pritchard also serves on
the YWCA board Of directors
here.

I

Miss McConkeyEugene L. Dickason
A double-ring service united
Miss Betty McConkey and Eugene
Lee Dickason Wednesday afternoon in the Trinity Episcopalchurch of San Jose:
Mrs. Thomas Reasonover atjai. mntrnnar
honor. Best man’s. duties were
performed by Oliver K. Dickason,
twin brother of the bridegroom.
The new Mrs. Dickason is a
graduate of San Jose State college. She is now a member of
the editorial staff of the San Jose
Mercury-Herald.
Diekason is attending State and
is affiliated with Sigma Gamma
Omega fraternity. He served three
years in the Army.

Cal Sigma Pi Group K-P Fraternity
To Initiate Spartans Installs Quintet
-

Ten pledges of Sigma Pi colony
Will be initiated -at the end of
this quarter by the :University of
California chapter. These men
were pledged at a banquet held
earlier in the quarter.
The Sigma Pi constitution is
uncil
now before tile Stfiaent
and court for approval.
Future .RetiVeS are:
John Friday, Norman Nielsen.
Thomas Rider, Thomas Hardy,
Robert Parkinson, John Santos,
Robert Allen, Jack Roberts, Robert Marquis and Warren Sanner.
Walt Andrews is pledgemaster.

Initiation of five new members
into Delta Phi Upsilon, national
kindergarten - primary honorary
fraternity, was held Tuesday in,
the nursery school otreanintus.
Those initiated were:
Mary Jo Graefe, Adeline Johnson, Shirley Johnson, Nellis Nedorn, and -Jane Vau.gh.
The initiation meeting was the
last of the school year for the
group, and honored those members who are graduating.

’Merchandising Frat
IHasYearlyBarbecue
akt Alum Rock Park
Eta Mu Pi, national honorary
merchandising fraternity, held its
annual barbecue in Alum Rock
park, Tuesday. Nineteen graduating seniors were honored at the
event. Chef, in charge of preparing the steaks, was Mr. Frank
Portera.
Members of the fraternity honored were:
Janis Beecroft, Joyce Bingham,
Henry Cancllni, David E. Cook,
Wayne P. Davis, Francis A. Douglas, Eugene F. Foyletti, Raymond
W. Goode, Clara J. Jacobson, Duncan Kerr, Don F. Lewis, Walter
S. Maus, Patricia J. O’Brien, Robert Rowley, Marvin P. Shadwick,
George E. Strutz, Harold Vreeburg, Phyllis L. Webb, and Murlin V. Westberg.
Faculty advisers present were
Dr. M. D. Wright, Mr. Guy G.
George, Mr. H. Price Webb, Mr.
John W. Aberle, and Dr. Earl W.

Gamma Phi Beta
Breakfast Fetes
11 Senior Girls
Eleven graduating seniors will
be honored by Gamma Phi Beta
sorority at its annual senior
breakfast Sunday.
Diana Lawlor has made arrangements for the occasion which
will be held at Rickey’s Studio
club. The "last round-up" theme
will- be used in decorations for FRANC1E VERMEIL :dune, Is chairman of this year’s Senior Bali
--:ibuto by Chandler
committee. The Ball %sill be Saturday night.
the breakfast.
Seniors to he honored from the
Beta Theta chapter include:
LoisBray, Lucie Campo, ilartiara Brewster, Adele Chambers,
(.11 to ittlSenior wt.t.k
(to; flite.
Charlotte Harder, Mary Lou Nieynight ’ Thoso
10.44. are
or- True, Virginia
Claire auspicious shot Sol
Wanderer, Juan;ta Smith, Esther when 500 seniors and their dates ’,pals Keller, Bob Rossiii7yi, and.
. take mer the Gold Room of the I Jack Tuelmer ssho took care of
Weakley, and Ithirietta Zaro.
Fairmont hotel for the annual I the bids: Bobbie Bodenborn and
Senior ball.
.
Ada Lassi-on svho headed the paI Arrangements for the at (air trons committer,.
have been in the capable hands I
of Francie Verdier, oectipatiamil
therapy major from San Jose %N
Year/H,
been laboring many week.
seeing to salli details of the ball
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honoraii
Miss Vet-dr has served before
scholastic fraternity, held a meet- in class untakings.
er
She has
ing recently to elect officers for been a memiler qf her class counfor
year.
the coming
cil four years. 41-fer past affiliaThose named tno, segrrsainedinclaugdies.: tions include membership in Spartan Spears. She also has served
trate; Louis Kirby, magistrate: on the AM’S board and on the
James King. master qf records; social affairs committee.
Walker, master of fiR
Richard
Other interests include her finance; Rick Ebert, master or en- ance, Jim Ballantyne, who was :
trance; and Lou Franglone, pub- radio-engineering major. Her wed
.rlicity
otcerid
At Park and Cleaves
Outgoing grand magistrate is
George Burridge. Dean Paul Fit
One
man is faculty adviser to the
Block
West
gmull
of
Photo Supplies . Finishing
Marty’s
61 E. Santa Clara Street

Seniors To Culminate Activilies

Tau Delts Selec
Next
s L eaders .has

All Occasions

HARDINGS’S

PAR PHOTO-SERVICE

Pick Up Awards

...... . .

Recognition awards may be
picked up In the Personnel office, room 114. according to an
announcement by Joe H. West,
dean of student personnel and
guidance.
- -

Just like Morn’s

HOME COOKED
MEALS
Steaks - Chops - Chicken

The "30" club field trip to San
Francisco, originally scheduled for
June 11, has been postponed to
fall onarte r, according ’to the
Misses. Pat Dyer and Florence
Taylor, co-chairnien for the trip.
Plans for the journey will be
announced in the .Spartan Daq:

..... j::

:::::7,::

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE - II a.m.
SUNDAY COLLEGE CLUB 9:45 a.m.
C.Y.F. 7:00 p.m.

31 West San Fernando

Clarence W. Franz, Minister
SO S. 5th St.

A Famous Italian Delicacy
Come to San Jose’s One and Only

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO

Calvary Temple
(ASSEMBLY OF GOD)
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a".
Youth. Hour 6.30 p.m.
Christ’s Ambassadors
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
RICHARD R. $. RUFF, Minister

CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS
292 South isiarkat Street
- - --

Columbia 3941

ai:OD3)3193:13:ir

There is a welcome
awaiting you

First Christian
Church

HAVE YOU TRIED PIZZA YET?

:::.:.:

Church
Directory

Ross Steak House
& Fountain Service

Delicious . . . Appetizing . . . Different

’30’ Trip Postponed

-Totveri

Corner Willow and Kotenberg

First Baptist
Church
Second and San Antonio
Under the Neon sign "JESUS SAVES"
FRIENDSHIP-FELLOWSHIP
SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible School 9:30 11.M.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service 7:30 p.m.
YOUNG PEOPLES GROUPS FOR
COLLEGE AND MARRIED COUPLES
6:15 P.M.

Grace Baptist
Church
9:30 a.m. Colleg Age Sunday School
I I :00 a.m. Morning Servic
5:30 p.m. Camps Dinner
6:30 p.m. Baptist Youth Fellowship
7:30 p.m. Evening Service
Tenth and San Fernando

doctacexatEcezzo3:6reacexace:e:exEcextccozaceartaorextritnaapsaacalte,

SSC Cadets to Get
Reserve Commissions
The last ROTC formation of spring quarter Will feature the first
exercises for the Spartan unit. This afternoon at 2:30,
38 SJSC cadets will receive commissions as reserve second lieutenants
in either the United States Army or the United States Air Forc.
/Mona) James Hea said the parade and ceremonies will be in

commissioning
sioning

State To Rest Case
AgainstMrs.Gamier
RIVERSIDE. Cal., June 9--(UP)The state expected to rest
its case today against Mrs. Agnes
Garpier, who is charged with killing millionaire John E. Owen out
of jealousy for actres Irene Rich.
Cr:me technician Ray Pinker
was expected to be called as the
prosEcution’s ’final Witness.
T’ e attractive 52-year-old divorc .e sat calmly and apparently
und,-turbed yesterday while a
witr,,ss testified that she was
intensely jealous of Miss Rich. the,
Broadway and Hollywood star.
Secretary of Murdered Man
Owen, president of the National
Apaitment House Owners’ association, was shot to death at his
luxurious ranch home here April
22.-, Mrs. Gamier had been his
secretary for many years,
Sheriff’s Deputy M. L. VMon
told of an interview with Mrs.
Garr:er after the shooting.
=lie said Owen told her of the
parties he had attended in New
York with the actress," Vicion
testified. "Mrs. Garner said she
told him she was not interested
and Owen got abusive so she
heIrwd him into bed.
"Sne said she went out of the
roorl for a minute and when she
cam’ back eh was standing there
wrin the gun. She said she took
the iun away from him and cominenied.:IHe was like a baby, easy
to handle, when he, was that
drunk.’
"Mrs. Gamier said she turned
to go away and heard the gun go
off in her hand. Owen fell, but she
said she thought at first he was
Just feigning another of his ’fainting 93el1s’ for sympathy. She said
she was afraid of guns and didn’t
know what had happened."
Ranch Foreman Pete Corales
testified that Mrs. Gamier told
him -birterte-that Owen was telephoMigikTisi Rich frequently. She
called her employer a "damned
old’ drunken
. .," Corales
said.
"if I can’t have him nobody
else will," he quoted her.

Announcements 11
ETA MU PI: Final meeting and
election of officers for next querber. Tuesday, 6:15 p.m., Lucca’s
restaurant, Santa Clara.
TAU DELTA PHI: Meeting today, 12:30 p.m. Check picnic signup list on tower door.
GAMMA PI EPSILON: All
Gamma Pi Epsilon members, families, guests. and Mathematics department faculty are invited to
attend a picnic Saturday, 2-6 p.m.,
Alum Rock park. Make reservations in Mathematics department
office.
,ALPHA GAMMA: Picnic tonight, 7:30, Adobe Creek. lodge.
Members pay 90 cents’ entrance
fee at gate. Slight extra charge
.
on inside for meal.
TAU DELTA PHI: Picnic Sunday, 10:30 a.m., Santa Cruz. Sign
list if attending. Spouses and girl
friends invited.
*
SENIOOR WEEK: Following
students please meet today, 2:20
p.m., Student Union: Bob Sampson, George Link, Francis Jerdier,
Helen Westerberg, George Rowley,
and Bill Swasey.
CHI PI SIGMA: Affiliation ceremonies Saturday, 7:30 pan., Student Union. All members and
pledges.. Guests are invited for
8:30.
DONALD CROSS: You may
claim your wallet at Los Gatos
1198R. You must identify yourself.
411

complete charge of the cadets.
x% ill join the reviewing
The
stand with Military Ball Queen
Frances Chiala as the battalion
passes in review.
President to Participate.
President T. W. NiicQuarrie will
participate in the commissioning
ceremonies with the new officers,
Colonel Hea said.
Receiving commissions in the
Military Police corps are Donald
L. Cross, James E. Clark, Victor
Fought, Bruce Hipkins, Harvey
Jordan. Don Larson, Bertraln McCarty and Rudolph J. Valenti.
Men who will receive gold bars
as reserve second lieutenants in
the Air Force are Emil A. Anderson, Robert S. Barmettler, Max N.
Burchard, Robert Cutler, Jack D.
Donaldson, Harley D. Dow, Richard B. Filmote, Jack S. Fowler,
Richard K. Freeman, Frank S.
Glenn, Robert E. Goudy, Allan E.
Harrison, B. Frank Henry, Scott
Hubbard and Ronald R. King.
New Reserve Officers
Other new reserve officers in
the Air Force are Robert F. Leaman, Carl T. Lindner, John F. McFarland, Eggleston W. Peach,
Kenneth Raemsch. Al J. Rosenga,
Fred I. Ross, Norman Schmidt,
Hal K. Snook, George E. Steele,
George A. Strickler, Louis A. Vierra, Lewis R. West, Francis M.
Wildman and Fred R. Yaeger.
The commissioning parade and
Ceremonies will-take place on the
San Carlos turf.

HO Has ’Ag Sheets’
Students - wh,o loaned Mrs.
Haggerty copies of the "Agriculture Sheet" may pick ’them
up at the Health office, room
31.
Mrs.
Haggerty wishes to
thank those students for their
cooperation.

Choral Group Sings
’Hiawatha’s Feast’
Sunday Afternoon

choral ensemble of 200
voices under the direction of Mr.
Thormcalsgaard will preE. A. cha
sent
cantata "Hiawatha’s
Wedding Feast" Sunday afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in Morris
Dailey auditorium.
"Song of Hiawatha" came from
the pen of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow in 1855. This composition was the first medium by
which authentic Indian lore was
American
the
Introduced
to
public.
It made its debut in 1861 as an
opera in Landon. However, the
best-known setting, of the story
is that of composer and musician
S. Coleridge Taylor.
"Hiawatha’s"
Appearance
of
Wdeding Feast" brought fame
and recognition to Taylor. Critics have praised his cantata.
Pianists Dorothy McGhee and
Willard Coats will furnish the accompaniment for the soloists and
choral group. Soloists include
Gordon Voiles, Ilek n DiMageio,
Connie to Bono, Betty Herd, Eldridge Bradbury, Valter Eastman.
and Phil Kearney.
Students and the public are
invited to attend this event.
A

Frosh Honor Fr,at
Honors Seven
Seven members were initiated
into the Phi Eta Sigma, national
freshman honor fraternity, Tuesday at its third banquet in the
Willow Glen Methodist church.
According to President Waldo
Williams this brings membership
to 32. Those given certificates by
William Dusel, faculty adviser,
were: Earl Bell Jr., Kenneth Black,
Charles Colin. Harold Fisher, Donald Stager, Llye Tyler, and Eugene Worthington.
College President T. \V. MacQuarrie congratulated the recipients.
Thomas O’Leary played a bass
solo accompanied by William
Coats. Dean of Professional Education James De Voss and George
Coleman, past president of Phi
Eta Sigma, gave talks on scholarship. A lower classman must attain a 2.5 grade point average to
become eligible for this izruup.

Lady Newspapermen
Rough on Reporter
By HARMAN W’. NICHOLS
US Staff Corrsspondent
WASHINGTON, June 9 (UP)
The ladies of the press--I love
’em, mostly.
They’ll thank you for a coke
and then turn around and scoop
you. sometimes they’ll outrun you
on a running story. They’ll thumbtack your ears and rib you when
you pull a boner.
I’ll take my chances against the
gals one or three at a time, but
deliver me when the odds are 250
to one. That happened when I was
a guest of the Women’s National
Press club. Another guest was
Tallulah Bankhead, the professional actress, and amateurpolitician. Come to think of it, that
made it 251 to one, since the deepvoiced mistress of the boards had
done a few little pieces for the
public prints herself. Anyhow, the
only notes I got out of the things
were taken while Miss B. was
making a 10-minute speech. My
Jottings run like this:
"Said she was nervous. Chain
smoked while talking, with leading
man acting like Jack-in-bori jumping up to light her cigarettes. She
bawled him out. Confessed to
weighing 135 pounds when 11
years old. (Hasn’t gained much
sinceed.)
"Pulled a few good gags; a lot
not so good. Swore a couple of
times. Something’s happened to
her southern accent. Affects
Broadway stage talk. Like ’loft"
etc. Said she talked back, in .a
friendly sort of way, to Dr. Kinsey
who wrote a ’report’.
"Said some kids think all they
have to do to get a midnight tan
under the Great White Way, which
is Broadway, is go to drama

school. You’ve got to go out and do
it meaning acting,7_
I don’t take very good notes,
but maybe you get the idea of
what she said in her speech.
After that, Tallulah fired another cigarette and took off her
specks. She said she was ready
for -a question and answelr period.
I cleared my throat a little and
made ready to shoot a good one at
her. But as I said, a man doesn’t
have a chance.
Before a fellow could spell
"Bankhead" backwards one of the
lovelies asked the lady from Alabama what kind of shampoo she
uses. There was a chorus of titters, mostly soprano. Everybody
in the room knew that Miss B.
is suing a well-known soap outfit,
alleging that using 1114 front name
in a singing radio jingle was causing her embarrassment.
Tallulah got around that rather
nicely by saying she washes her
hair with another well-Imcnvn product, which I shall not mention.
Again, I tried to fire a question.
Again I got side -swiped by a lady
of the fourth estate who bounced
to her feet to ask Tallulah what
she thought of Communism. It
turned out Tallulah didn’t think
much of it. Would she run for public office and clear up all this awful mess we have in the world,
some other leminine voice asked?
She would not Who would write
the speeches? Besides, more fun
on the outside, looking in.
The meeting adjourned. Could
a mere male get close enough to
shake the great lady by the hand?
Was the man -crazy enough ter
fight odds of 250 to one?
No ma’am.

Billie Burke Speaks
On Girls and Gifts
author. But In those days he and
the musical comedy queen used to
*Mee till dawn.
"I see Willie once in a while
now," Miss Burke smiled on the
set of Columbia’s "And
Baby
Makes Three." "I’m often tempted to ask him if he remembers.
But he’s mieh too dignified now."
Hollywood’s full of big-name
stars -and producers who were college swains in those days and who
used to line up with the rest of
the "stage door Johnnies" outside
her dressing room door.
"They’d take us out to supper
after the shows," Miss Burke said.
"And often they presented us with
flowers and chocolsites and beautiful gifts. My, but it was gay. The gents were gallant, the gifts
were expenses, and the girls were
helpless and clinging.
"We had some pretty good men
around when I was a girl." sas
Miss B., a still -pretty grandma in
her middle 60’s. "And they liked
us helpless.
"They liked to kiss us and listen
to our little troubles and take us
out and pay. the check. I look
around in the night clubs today
and lots of times I see girls paying the bills.
"That makes their escorts feel
bad. We made our men feel big
and strong, we clinging vines. And
we were -twice the women these,
modern girls are.
"The girls of today earn a great
deal or money. But they go home
at night and listen to some man
on the radio.
"We had ours in person- -with
their arms around us. And I think
we had the best of it."

By *Irtilnla MacPherson
UP Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD, June 10 (UP)
Billie Burke, who knows as much
about "stage door Johnnies" as the
next ex-chorus girl, said today the
boys’ve stopped handing out mink
coats and diamond daubles because
women stopped being clinging
vines.
And the minute they stopped
clinging, the fluttery-voiced actress declares, the top-hatted gents
stopped fooling around, with the
flowery preliminaries.
"Now they come right to the
point," Miss Burke sighed. ."Admirers still flock around actresses
and beaurtful girls. But women are
too independent and self-reliant
today. Men don’t bother to court
them with stardust and glamour
any more.".
Not like they did in the early
1900’s, when the gorgeous redhead was the toast of London and
Broadway.
Caruso Proposed Continuously
Enrico Caruso was so enchanted
with her beauty he came to the
theater every night he wasn’t singing at the Metropolitan Opera
house.
:"He took a gilded box," Miss
Burke reminisces in her book,
"With a Feather on My Nose."
"And every night he’d toss a vast
bbuquet of roses on the stage."
Caruso called her his "Ieetle babee" and proposed three or four
times a night.
But Miss Burke had too many
other beaus to take him seriously.
One was William Somerset Maugham, who later became,*a famous

Sigma Kappa Welcomes Neophytes
At Initiation Ceremony, Banquet
Beta Rho chapter of Sigma
Kappa sorority held initiation ceremonies for nine new members
Sunday at the chapter house on
S. 11th street.
All members are Syzanne
Cairns, Virginia Clausen, Dorothy
Beverly Etter, Marianne
G
Els,e tsch. Patricia Goulder, - Mary

Drought in Valley

MeDiarmid, Loretta Stratton, and
, Bonnie Jean Thomas.
A banquet at Lou’s Village followed the initiation ceremonies.
Audrey Auerbach, chapter president, officiated. New members
were honored with toasts and
songs at thee banquet.. Speakers
were Ruth Howland, MedoraAlux
Mervy, Bette Blewett, Doris McClain, and Kay Morgan.

HOLLISTER. CALIF., Aisle 9
UP) Hollister valley farmers
may eventually he forced to abandon their arable land if the valley
water table continues to drop,
Roy McCallum. San Benito sountry farm adviser said yesterday.
McCallum said the area has
had no rain since March 23, and
the water table has dropped five
’feet in the last year. More than
113_irrigation wells have dried tip,
in the last few days, he added.
Some. of the drought -stricken
farmers are drilling new wells or
lowering old ones, McCallum said.
but the prohibitive costs and low
water found at great
quality
depths make this course impossible for others.
He said the State Bureau of
Reclamation is now surveying the
valley which is almost entirely
dependent upon wells for water
supply.

The traditional overnight at the
chapter house, given for pledges
on the evening before the initiation, was held Saturday night.
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FISH N’ CHIPS
Prepared horn an old English recipe
Treat yourself to our
GOLDEN,, DEEP FRIED
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with French hies
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Vishinsky Agrees To Try !NATIONALIST HEAD
ASKS FOR WHITE S.F. Chronicle Criticizes
For Berlin Agreement
HOUSE INTERVIEW TenneyUnAmericanGroup
Ericiay, June 10, 1949

PARIS, June 9 (UP)Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Y. Vishinsky, in a dramatic reversal of an earlier veto, agreed today to instruet
’the Soviet commander in Berlin to try to reach an agreement with
the Western commanders by Monday on the remaining blockade problems.
Secretary of State Dean Acheson had proposed that the Council of
Foreign Ministers instruct the four Allied commanders to settle. the
Berlin blockade problems by next Monday.
VishInsky Says "No" As Usuid
Vishinsky rejected the proposal at the opening of today’s meeting,
telling the council it was "none of our business. No blockade exists:
Things are goint.well in Berlin."
The ministers then went on to what one Western delegate described as a "very bad" discussion of the Berlin currency problem.
It was inconclusive.
Just before the longest session of the conference ended, the ministers returned to Acheson’s proposal for setting a deadline to settle
all Berlin blockade problems.
At the last minute Vishinsky reversed himself and agreed to a modified version of the Acheson proposal. He still was opposed to the
council as such sending a letter to. the commanders in Berlin, but
agreed that each of the four ministers should send separate letters
to their respectivot commanders.
Meeting Salvaged
Vishinsky’s switch appeared:to have saved the council meeting
from an imminent windup in complete failure. When he vetoed the
Acheson plan, Foreign Minister Robert_ Schuman of France was
prompted to suggest that there wasn’t much point in discussing anything else so long as there could be no agreement on Berlin.
But the discussion of currency continued, with Vishinsky suggesting unsuccessfully that the Soviet mark be made the only legal currency in the city of Berlin.

Committee Kills Tenney School Proposal
SACRAMENTO, June 9 1 UP ) ---A legislative proposal to fire teachers who attempt to indoctrinate their pupils with Communist teachings was dead today.
The Assembly CoMmittee on Education voted 9 to 4 against the
bill, by Sen. Jack B. Tenney, R., Los Angeles, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Un-American Activities. Major opposition was on
grounds there already were provisions in the law to safeguard against
such teaching.
The bill had been passed by the Senate.
Tenney, in presenting the bill, cited newspaper reports that Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower. president of Columbia university, and other educators had spoken out against Communist teaching In American
schools.
He.,,,was joined by Sen. Hugh Burns, D., Fresno, who said the
people "have a right to demand that our children be taught that this
country is not a decadent, broken down race of people, but a race
that has developed the greatest form of government in history."

Population Up 45 Per Cent; Income Rises

WASHINGTON, June 9 ( UP) -A secret plan for nationalist defense of Western Chinawith or
without American help- wis laid
before the state department today
by a personal representative of
Chinese President Li Tsutig-Jen.
The plan was presented to acting Secretary of State James E.
Webb by ’Dr. Kan Chieh-Hou, who
was accompanied to the meeting
by Chinese Ambassador Wellingr
ton }Coo.
Kan said he has asked for a
White House appointment to lay
the plan before President Truman.
Marshall Enthusiastic
He said he already had discussed it with former Secretary of
State George C. Marshall and that
Marshall was "enthusiastic and
sympathetic."
Kan said he had been instructed
to inform Mr. Truman that President Li is confident the National ists could hold 1Vestern China
against the Chinese Communists.
"We can continue without American aid, but we could ko Id on
better’with American aid," Kim
said.
He refused to give details of
the aid sought until after he had
laid the plan before President Truman.
"President Li iticonfident that
we can stand up against the Communists. I received a telegram
from him yesterday which said the
.morale of our troops is very good,"
Kan said.
Asked if the Nationalists felt
they could hold a line along the
Western provinces, Kan replied,
"Li is sure we can hold that line."
Have Definite Plans
"We have a definite plan. I told
it to Mr. Webb and General Marshall. I will tell it to President
Truman and then he can give details to the press.. .Kan said he had not seen Mme.
Chiang Kai-Shek since his arrival
in this country three weeks ago.
He said he did not know whether
he would see ’her before returning
to China. Madame Chiang is staying in New York City
Kan said that Webb was "sympathetic and enthusiastic to find
out what he can do to aid China."

LOS ANGELES, June 9 141- -California’s population jumped 43
per cent and its .farmers’ gross income tripled from April 1940 to July
1948, the state Chamber of Commerce reported today..
Along with the population increase from 6 million, 907 thousand,
387 to 10 million, 31 thousand, employment climbed 58.7 per cent from U
2 million, 574 thousand. to 4 million, 508 thousand. Per capita annual
income for civilians also was more than doubled to $1686 in 1948.

Committee Approves Armed Forces Pay Raise

niversi t y W ill Add
To Physics Building

WASHINGTON, June 9 (UP) The House Armed Services committee approved by a 26 to 1 vote today a hill to raise the pay of
most of the one million. 626 thousand men in military service.
It was the committee’s second try. An earlier pay bill was rejected
by the House when members complained it cost too much, did too
Much- Tar the generals.-amLlef1 tiw recruit out altogether.
The new bill, a compromise, carried raises frontto-0 to bottom of
the military scale. The $75 recruit, however, would get his $5 increase
only after four months in service. And not every man in Other brackets would tce full benefits of the bill immediately.

BERKELEY, Calif., June 9 (UP)
Construction will begin shortly on
a new $1,200,000 addition to the
physics building here, the University of California said today.
The four-story steel and concrete structure will take -care of
increased enrollment due to rising
Interest in atomic energy developments, President Robert G. Sproul
said.

LB Cat Worth $250?
DELTA, Colo., June 9 (UP)--Townspeople had good reason to
cry "Here, kitty, kitty," in Delta
countryside today.
A reward of $200 was awaiting
the person finding Mr. Wacky, an
ordinary black -and-white cat.
The reward was offered by Mrs.
B. C’. Bothel of Long Beach, Calif.,
who lost Mr. Wacky in nearby
woods while on a vacation here.
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with the rest
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$1.00
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Petrillo Proposes
Aid to Vaudeville
SAN FRANCISCO, June 9 (UP)
A proposal to aid the revival of
vaudeville by moderate wage demands and cooperation with theater owners was made at the American Federation of Musicians
convention here yesterday.
James C. Petrillo, head of the
union, told delegates that every
effort should be made to bring
back vaudeville. He said musicians’ locals should lend a helping
I hand by making moderate wage
I demands and by cooperation consistent with union policy.
Union members would benefit,
he said, because there would be
more work. He pointed out that
musicians might work for one
week at a high wage, but longer
if the wage went lower.

DMILY

5’

SAN FRANCISCO, June 9 (UP)The San Francisco Chconicle
today blasted the California Senate Committee on Un-American Activities for accusing it of "misrepresenting and misreporting" the.committee’s affairs. The Chronicle said State Sen. Jack Tenney, chairman
of the committee, "was quite without justification" .in his criticism.
It added
"We regard ’those

Top Hollywood Stars
Deny Red Charges
Of Tenney Group
HOLLYWOOD, June 9 t UP) A
group of top Hollywood personalities struck back today -with indignant denials of charges that they
were "within the Stalinist orbit."
The California Un-American Activities committee, headed by Sen.
Jack B. Tenney, R., Los Angeles,
made the charge yesterday in a
report which called New York and
California the two "principal centers" of Communist activity.
Crooner Frank Sinatra countered that "this unfair and unjustified attack gives every American
good reason to be critical of the
Tenney committee.
"If they don’t cut it out I’ll
show them how much an American
can fight back, even against the
state if the American happens to
be right.
"And I’m right not left, Mr.
Tenney."
Other comments:
Gregory Peck: "I have been denying-these allegations for several
years and will do so once more. I
am not now and never have been
associated with any Communist
organization or supporters of Communism."
Dorothy Parker: "I’m complete
’apolitical. I am not a political woman.
Frederic March: " . . . An unmitigated lie. My record and conscience as an American and as a
man are clear."
Gene Kelly: "I don’t know what
Mr. Tenney’s talking about. I am
not a Communist, never was, and
have rid sympathy with Communist activities. The only tine I know
how to follow is the American
line."
Director John Huston, winner
of two Academy Awards this year,
challenged Tenney to make any
statement
connecting him with
Stalinism outside the protection of
senatorial privilege.
Vincent Price: 5’If being a 13th
generation American and lifelong
Democrat makes one eligible to be
classified in this orbit, then there
are 25,1)C00;000--other-votinft--Americans facing the same accusation."
Katharine Hepburn "refused to
dignify ME. Tenney’s Un-American
accusation with a reply," said a.
studio spokesman.

ONE OF THE BAY AREAS
FINEST
ART DEPARTMENTS

statements as hysterical, phony
and politicVly opportunistic."
Criticised for ’False Attacks’
The Chronicle waivone of three
California newspapers criticized
for their "false attacks" on the
committee and its reports. The
other two papers were the Los
Angeles Daily News and the San
Francisco News.
The committee praised 11 other
papers for "coeperative reporting."
Those papers were the San Francisco Examiner, the San Francisco
Call-Bulletin, the Los Angeles HerId-Express, the Oakland Post -Inquirer, the Los Angeles Times, the
Oakland Tribune, the Sacramento
Bee, the Modesto Bee, the Fresno
Bee, the Hollywood Citizens News
and the Los Angeles Examiner.
The committee said those papers
and the "overwhelming majority
of California’s rural newspapers’.’
have been "cooperative, fair and
accurate."
Proud of Stand
The Chronicle acknowledged
that Tenney "accurately places this
newspaper among his critics. We
wouldn’t be elsewhere..."
"And we particularly rise to
his back-handed implication that
because we have attacked his razzle-d a zz I e, headline - grabbing,
witch-burning techniques, we are.
unpatriotic and unperceptive of
the dangers confronting America,"
the editorial continued.
"As a matter of fact, and despite Tenney, we are rather widely
regarded in our own area as one
of the more effective forces in the
fight against Communism."
The editorial asserted that Ten ney had persisted in making the
fight against Communism "needlessly hard", and had "contributed
more to the Communists than any
other one influence in California."
The Chronicle declared 100 per
cent Americanism can not be established by shouting: "I am a 100
per cent American!"
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CAA APPROVED
AIRCRAFT TRAINING
All young men mechanically inclined who want "learn by
doing- experience that will place them in good paying jobs
after practice) training take advantage of This offer.
ACTUAL SHOP TRAINING WITH TOOLS
TRAINING LEADS TO CAA LICENSE
help you find parf-fime work while training end help
place you when training is completed.

Horace Heidt Show
To Be Aired Over CBS
NEW YORK, June 9 (UP)The
Columbia Broadcasting System announced tpday that the Horace
Heidt show, now heard over the
National Broadcasting company
network, would be aired over CBS
beginning Sept. 4. fleidt will continue as a Sunday feature, broadcasting from 9:30-10 p.m. in the
CBS Sunday night line-up.
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To AERO-TECH, P.O. Box 9116, San Jose, Calif.
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an Golf Star

UCSBC Grid Picture

Line And Backfield
Replacements Keys
To Gaucho Hopes
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
second in a aeries of articles dealing with the football prospects
for the 1949 season at California
association
Athletic
Collegiate
member schools.)

an

Eli MULTI:AU JR., number one man on the Spartan golf
team and California amateur champion. may not see action when
the San Jose State golf squad defends its kistionall Collegiate Athletic association championship at Ames, Iowa, June 27 -July 2. Barl: 1. au has been ordered to take it easy by his doctor. There is a good
c!-ance, however, that he may compete et the NCAA metche%

T3UH6LOW

FOR SPARTANS

Saritea
Go* Temporarily
Ace Spartan Linksman May Mks
NC2A Cha’mpionships, Ames, Iowa
San Jose State’s towering hopes for a second straight NCAA
going championship suffered a setback yesterday when it was
learned that Eli Bariteau, number one golfer on the squad and California Amateur Champ, has been ordered by his physician lo give up
the game for the time being, and’+ake a rest. It is probable that he
will be able’ to compete in thl
The best in Sports Equipment
national tournament at Ames, Ia.
from June 27 through July 2,
however.
SPORTING GOODS
The possible loss of Bariteau
!marks the third strike tossed by
Bal. 1119
17 W. San Salvador
lady luck against the Spartan
linksMen, First Morgan Fottrell,
I NCAA medalist turned profesl
siona 1. Then Bobby Harris,
NCAA individual champion, followed suit and left for Oklahoma
City as a golf pro. Whether the
"Golden Golfers" will be able to
hack from this streak of
hard luck and successfully defend
their crown is a question that
will be answered at the end of
this month.
Sold, Rented, Repaired
San Jose State will have one
representative in the National
Open Tournament which opened
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
BAL. 4234 today at the Medinah Country
71 E. SAN FERNANDO
Club in Chicago.
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MOODY ROAD, LOS ALTOS

By BOB SKILLICORN
Santa Barbara college’s Gauchos, who didn’t set the California
Collegiate Athletic association on
fire last year, will attempt to
show a little more spark on tile
gridiron this Fall.
New Coach
Under the guidance of a new
coach, Ray Engle, the Gauchos
are hoping to prove troublesome
to other CCAA foes and to vacate
the league’s second division. Stan
Williamson, who mentored the
UCSBC Varsity during the past
few years, is on sabbatical leave,
completing work on a degree at
USC. ’
Six men, rive of them letter
winners, return as a nucleus
around wldeh Engle must build
his squad. Guard Frank Dominguez, Tackle Bob Wooleldge, Center Warren Vinton, Quarterback
Dick G or r I e, Halfback Royal
!Cathcart, and Fullback Russ Hertell are the gridmen who will see
another year of action for the
Blue and Gold.
The right side of the line, bolstered by the aforementioned
lines/lien is strong, but the left
’side of the forward wall is some-thing of a question mark. ’Two
iunior college transfers, John McPike, a tackle from Harinell. and
Ken Reynolds. a guard from
Bakersfield, will hold down positions on the lett side of the line.
ITwo inexperienced boys, Clyde
1Francisco and Den Casida are the
likely choices for the left end
duties.
Graduation Losses
’Lost through graduation are
Such stars as Sam Cathcart, ace
wingback, and Guard Joe Rossi,
brother of ,UCLA’s, Cal Rossi.
The Gauchos will -have to. lean
last
year’s junior varsity as well as
rf cajunior college transfers.
pable replacements are found to
give depth to the left side of the
line and some of the Wickfield
spots then the Gauchos might
emulate their . big brothers at
Berkeley and come through with
a highly successful season.

Spartan_Linksmon
Face Country Club
Minus the services of Eli Bariteau, San Jose State’s undefeated
golfing squad travels to Sacramento today for a specially
scheduled dual meet with the
Sacramento Del Paso Country
Club team.’
The match was arranged by
Coach Eddie ,Duino to keep the
Players active until they head
back to Iowa for the nationals.
The mateh was also arranged to
give."Oogle" Ogden a chance to
lead ’his mates to Victory on his
old home course.
A,notber Sacratento member
Of the State tea , Bud Watts,
will accompany the squad giving
the contingent a real "capitol"
flavor. The Other linlcsmen making tha-trip include Capt. Howard
Verutti, Ross §-miff’, Warren
MacCarty, Ruskirt’Sheppherd, Joe
Zakarian. and Jay Hopkins.

Seals May Make
Voyage to Nippon
San Francisco, (UP).-Two
Japanese businessmen said
cently the purpose of their trip
ha America was to confer with
manager Leity O’Doul of’the San
Francisco Seals in the hope of
hringinit the Pacific Coast League
ball club to Japan this fall.
Shiro Ohtagoki, president, and
KAZUO- Kawasaki, director, of the
Kei Hartshin Kyriko Electric Company, explained that they could
not offer a definite invitation,
however, because the proposal
had not received clearance as yet
from Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
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’DARK HORSE’ WINS

Jones Whips Franco
In Tournament Play
Emory Jones, sensational "dark horse," provided the major upset
of the annual San Jose State tennis tournament when he defeated
Gene Franco, number oneman on the varsity net squad, 6-0, 6-4.
Jones, who is also Coach Bill Hubbard’s new kicking specialist on the
football squad, will move into the semi-finals against Jim Cruze who

AT SANTA ROSA

San Jose Spikemen
In Junior PAA Meet
This afternoon Track Mentor
Bud’ Winters five Spartan thinclads and one ex -State field man
travel to Santa’ Rosa to participate in tonight’s Junior PAA
championships.
Late yesterday, Winter announced that George Mattos, pole
vaulter, decided to forego this
meet and concentrate on the bigger NCAA affair, which will take
place June 17-18 at Los Angeles.
Ronnie Maire, heretofore not
entered in tonight’s meet, decided
to
t become a late entry, according
to the coach. Main-, top Spartan
broad j
per, could easily hit the
scoring (01
in his favorite
event, providing he leaps out his
usual 23 ft. or better.
Other locals making the Santa
Rosa jaunt are: Dan Sawyer, 440;
Boyd Porch, javelin; Dore Purdy,
two-miler; Bob Jones, Spartan
frosh discus star and Ray Overhouse,
graduate
student
and
S.TSC co-record holder in the discus, who will compete in the platter event and the shot.

!Golf Clinic Staged
By Coach Ed Duino
Coach Eddie Duino and his defending National Collegiate Athletic association golfers staged
C one
terday.
I)rino, a professional at the
San Jose Country club, lectured
on golfing technirmes while members of the champion Spartan
team de iiiii nst ra t ed the. various
techniques.
Anne Myren, Spartan co-ed and
San Jose Country Club women’s
champ. gave demonstrations for
tt
.
it, et-t4

pulled an upset of his own by
dumping Ed Terry, third seeded
player, 6-1, 6-1.
Chet Bulwa, top-seeded netter,
entered the semi-finals by virtue
of a 6-0, 6-1 victory over Bob
Castle. Bulwa will meet Dick
Russo in the other semi-final
match.
The hardest fought battle of
the meet saw Russo edge out
Bob Phelps, fourth seeded, 6-3.
5-7, 6-4. Bulwa ois the only one
of the four seeded players still
remaining in the contest.
The finals will be held Monday
afternoon at 2:30. The winners of
the Creme -Jones and Betlwa-Russo
matches will compete for the title
of college tennis champion at this
time.
The finals of the freshman and
consolation divisions will be held
at 2:30 also on Monday. Dick Russo and Bob Phelps will meet for
the fresh title.
The ’consolation division has
moved into the quarter-finals
with Bob Lagel meeting Torn
Castaldo and Milton Ward duelling with Glen Seiber.

You Get

SERVICE
and you

Save 4c Per Gal.
at the

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION
4th and William St.

el

Bowl For . . .
SAN JOSE

DRIVE-IN Theatre
LI SAT.
JImes Coney

"13 Rue Madeleine"
Also--

11P Brcocidc

"Blondie’s Secret"
!IN.-MON. TUES.
Bing Crosby, Rhonda Fleming

"A Connecticut
Yankee In King
Arthur’s Court"

at the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.
Fred ’’Duffy" Faiva, Mgr.
We feature a full lin
Bowling Bell Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A M

Fred. Astaire, Paulette GrAdnrd

"Second Chorus

THRILLS

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423

THE ESQUIRE DEN
LAST LICKS
Time’s almost up. Pretty soon you’ll
be anklin’ off on your vacation jaunt
or job. Before yciu scram, tho, better get in a lotta Neat Eatin’ at . .
36 W. SAN FERNANDO

BASEBALL RECAP

Pitchers Lead SJS
To Winning Season
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By CLIFF DANIELS
Baseball togs have been stored away until next year at San Jose
State, and the CCAA winning Spartans are taking a well deserved rest
after three months bf diamond activity.
In addition ’to racking up a 12-3 record in league play, the locAls
played fifteen games against college and semipro teams in the bay
area, winning seven and dropping
a like number. One game, with
San Quentin, ended In a 3-3 dead
lock.
Over the 30-game distance, Bob
Wuoathoff paced all regulars with
a .382 average and Pete Denevi
’ followed him with a .321 mark in
26 contests. Mel Stein batted .304,
the only other regular in the coveted .300 class.
Bob Santos, 6-1, Pete Mesa, 6-2,
and Ralph Romero, 5-3, formed the
Spartans’
outstanding pitching
corps. These three men accounted
for 17 of the club’s 19 victories.
Summar,y of season’s record:
SJS 8, San Francisco State 4.
Sal 0, California 4.
SJS 7, St. Mary’s 8.
SJS 6, San Francisco Police 4.
/MS S. San Quentin S.
SJS 5, USF 7.
SJS 9, Los Gatos Grill 2.
SJS 7, San Francisco State 4.
SJS 9, Los Gatos Grill 4.
SJS 2, USF 5.
SJS 10, College of Idaho 5.
SJS 12, St. Mary’s 13.
SJS 5, Camp Pendleton 4.
SJS 4, San Diego State 3.
SJS 9....San Diego State !.
SJS 7, San Diego State it.
SJS 21, Santa Barbara 2.
SJS 5, Santa Barbara 1.
SJS 1, Santa Barbara 3.
SJS 3, Stanford 11.
SJS 5, Cal Poly 6.
SJS 6, Cal Poly 1.
WS 6, Cal Poly 4.
SJS 8, USF 10.
SJS 7, College of Pacific 1.
SJS 4, College of Patine 3.
SJS 8. Collage of Pacific 2.
SJS 21, Fresno State 6.
8.18 10, Fresno State 11.
SJS 13, Fresno State 8.

Let’s meet at the
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JUST AMONG
OURSELVES
By DR. T. W. MACQUARR1E
Dr. T. W. MacQl ANIC11.
That Santa Clara game is going
to be difficult. Coming, as it does,
before college opens, not enough
of us will be on hand to establish
a proper atmosphere. ,
It is important, however, that
(he r 200 m embers (11 San .10,i4we get a good start on our new ’State fraternities will particirelations. It is tradition En that col- pate In the annual Intra-Fraterleges in the same community de- nitY track and field meet at
velop frictions far beyond the Spartan Field tomorrow at 2 p.
game. We can be an exception, but in. Sprint and hurdle trials are
it will take good planning, and on tap during the morning. ’
wonderful spirit.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon rates as.
I hope, no one will invade the the logical favorite, tilthough a
Santa Clara campus. If our own number of events could go to
campus is damaged, we must anyone since the majority of
charge it up to hoodlums --and let competitors are in something
it go at that.
less than top shape.
It may be useless for me to
write in this way, for the fellows
who brawl will not see this. Usually they can’t read very well. They
are poor creatures who don’t amount to anything themselves, and
DETROIT,- June 9 ( UP I
a.__
get their only kick out of life by
significant and perhaps historic
interfering with others.
Sportsmanship is scarce. In pro.- decision the International Boxing
fessional athletics, it is almost ab- club decided today to permit no
sent. It is something we must television, radio, or movie accounts
learn.,..A college should take the of the middleweight title bout belead in -quality. Never applaud an tween Jake LaMotte and Chamopponent’s error, never boo an of- pion Marcel Cerdan in Briggs staficial. Good support for our own dluin, June 15.
team is fine, but howls about an , Matchmaker Nick Londes said
"absolutely no
opponent are out of place in a col-’ there would be
backing down on the ban."
lege atmosphere.
=
The game this fall with Santa ’
Clara should begin a fine tradition.

Infer-Frat Track
Classic Tomorrow

Front row, left to right: Dean Giles, Pete Denevilllobby Marciparh
batboy; Earl Wright, Will Concklin, Ray Jacobus, Don Lopes. Second row: Coach Walt Williams, Cliff Craig, Mel Stein, Len Smith,
Tom Okagaki, Al Van Amman, Stu Fowler, manager. Third .row:
Pete Mesa, Bob Muesthotf, Ralph Romero, Dave McCarty, Dale
Fischer, Bob Santos.

:Son Acisellaieballitellisfics
BATTING
Player
G AB
2
Maloney, p
2
.30 .110
Wvestlioff, If
6
Sniith, of
6
11
21
McCarty, c
Denevi, c
26 78
29 112
Stein, rf, lb
36
Peterson, cf
16
29 103
Wright ,cf
17
42
Mesa, p
Van Amman, cf, p 5
4
4
Russell, inf.
3
4
Nelson, of
2
Clka_gakj 2b
30 11,3
95
Concklin, 3b
30
26 100
Giles, lb
Lopes, ss
30 108
2
5
Fisher, c
12
33
Romero, p
12
23
Santos, p
5
7
Jacobus, p
4
3
Craig, p
30 1010.
TOTAL2S

K
1.
29
2
3
22
31
6
23
.6
3
O

RECORDS
H 2b 313 hr sh
1 0 0 0 0
42 8 1 2 2
2 0 0 0 1,
7 1 -0 0 1
25 7 1 1 0
34 4 3 1 3
10 0 0 0 1
27 5 2 0 6
11 2 0 1 0
1 00 0 0
1 0 *0 0 0

bb
2
15
3
3
22
8
2
16
0
0
0

1

1 0 0 0 0

0

23
21
12
28
O
5
3
O
O
219

27
22
23
23
1
5
3
0
0
266

5_ 1 0 4
2 1 0 a
1 1 1 6
5 1 1 ,1
0 00.0
1 0 0 5*
0 00 2
00 0 0
0 0 0 0
41 11 7 35

rbl
0
26
1
3
24
21
7 0 4
6 8 17
8 0
4
2’O
0
0 0
0
0 0 0’

so sb
0 0
16 2
1 3
30
13 2
25 6

23
.25 27
9 17
30 23
0
2
11 10
1
2
3
1
0
0
171 180

Pct.
.500
.382
.333
.333
.321
.304
.278
.262
.262
.250

;250

Television Banned
At Coming Fight

SWIM TRUNKS

.250

9

6 11
0 22
7 25
0
1
.0
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
42 175

1)11PAV-_.

FAST, EFFICIENT
CAR SERVICE
0th.; Locations in
Campbell and Los Gatos

THE FIVE SPOT
Funny, I can’t think of a doggone
thing to say today-

869 SO. FIRST STREET
San Jose

-

DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EAT-95c

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
SERVICE
GOOD FOOD Jumbo Hamburgers 2ro GOOD
Car sreioe daily 6 p.m.-2 a.m., Sun. 2 p.m.-2 a.m.

TEEPEE DRIVE-IN
1228 W. San Carlos

SPECIAL RATES FOR PARTIES, ETC.

PIPER’S POTATO DONUTS
SIX DELICIOUS VARIETIESColumbia 6979-W
252 Park Ave.

STATE TAILORS AND CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning

Alterin0

Relining

One-Day Cleaning Service
53 W. San Fernando, Columbia 1793

4th & William, Columbia 10892-W

by Catalina

.232
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Enteiktd as second class matter April 24,
.230
1934, at San Jose, ’California, ussirtr-ihe act
.213 of March 3, 1179.
.200
Full leased wire senders of United Press.
.152
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445
.130 South First Street, San Jose, California.
.000 Member, California Newspaper Peblishers
Association.
.000
.263
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Scores Released
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Intra-mural sot shall cores for
first round Sudden Death tournament games played ’Wednesday,
June 8:
Ridgerunners drew a bye.
WIG 3, Willow Glen Gears I.
SAS 17, Music Department 11.
MR 11, 567 Club 2.
Delta U. 9, Wash. Square 2.
...:Sleapers 6, Thet.) Chi 0.
Happy -Swatters 25, AP() 5.
Theta Mu defeated Billet. No
score reported. ,

SC’s Cravath Says
Wash. Is Loaded
- SPOKANE, Wash., June 9 (UP)
Trojan grid coach Jeff Crawith believes his University of Southern
California football team will have
a rugged time against the University of Washington’s "California
tinged" eleven this year
"Washington picked off the best
of California’s junior college talent
this year," Cravath said. "I guks
the Washington alumni are just
playing better football than our
alums."
Cravath, who stopped in Spokane on his waysto a Lewiston, Ida.,
Coaching clinic, said Stanford was
the team to watch this year and
next.
"Coach Marchie Schwartz has a
fine bunch of backs and some
mighty useful ends," the Trojan
mentor said.

White Boxor Tru-i
White Laufer
$5600
The Iffiest in Sportswenr
JOE GARAFALO’S

St. Claire Clothing
Shop
lb

W. San Antonio Bt.
Ballard 8334

74 W. San Carlos

Col. 37

HIGH SCHOOL - STUDENTS - COLLEGE
earn
FREE $2000.00 SCHOLARSHIPS
Plus
$80.00 Per Week and Up
Here is one of those rare opportunities for every young mart and
woman to secure the cash required for the furtherance and or completion of their college education,
This program also’ offers a permanent income of at least $80.00
per week and up, not only during vacation months but in your spare
hours while attending classes and after graduation.
Write, immdiafely, for your registration card and date ;), your
letter the name of your school, your grade, age, and the school principal’s or dean’s name. State what subjects you plan to major in, upon
receipt of one of these scholarships.
Address replies to: THE MASONVILLE HOUSING CORPORATION
Division of Educational Advertising
26 Garden St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

441.

we

Installation Features
Annual AWS Banquet
Installation of officers highlighted the second annual AWS Activities banquet, held Wednesday night at Lou’s Village.
The banquet is given each year to honor the 100 most outstanding girls on campus for the year. Newly elected officers of AWS were
given the oath of office by Barbara "Jeff" Brewster, outgoing prdsi-

Official Pin Chosen
By Freshman Group

i

Freshmen council members chose
an official pin for their organization at a meeting Wednesday, Cliff
Majersik, freshman publicity chairman announced yesterday.
The ’selection was made from
four pins that were presented to
the council for consideration. Any
freshman who has been a council
member for two quarters is eligible to wear the new pin. Miss
Barbara Meeker was in charge of
the comniittee handling the selection of the official pin.
A report on freshman booth activities for Spardi Gras was read
by Dick Russo. Russo told the
council that the frsehmen’s booth
was among those which suffered
from strong winds. The booth also
suffered financially, he added.
Plans for an after game dance
following the Pepperdine game
next fall were presented to the
council. Jack Scheberies, newly
elected freshman representative to
the Student Council was introduc-cd to the council members, at the
meeting.
Freshman council members will
hold their final meeting of the
-quarter Wednesday.

VP
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Friday, June 10; 1949 Dr. Sotzin Speaks
Senior Ball Bid
In Southern City
Sale to End Today ROTC Honors
Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, head of the
Seniors will have until 5 o’clock
IndustrialArts department, will
this afternoon to purchase bids Notable Cadets
speak today on "The American
for the Senior Ball. They are avail-

able at $2.40 /4i ch in the Graduate
Manager’s office.
Bids not sold today will go. on
sale to the student body Monday
at the same price.
The Ball will be held Saturday,
June 18, in the Gold room of the
dent, following the banquet. Rec- Fairmont
hotel. Music will be furognition was made also to the ap- nished
by Rity Hackett’s orchestra.
pointed officers of next year’s cabinet.
Miss Brewster commended the
enter cabinet of 1948-49 for helping to make this year a successful
one for AWS. Marilyn Zeller, president-elect for next year, presentThat mysterious gentleman is
ed a bra,celet to Miss Brewster on coming to Spartan campus for a
for her Visit, Sunday evening!
behalf of the cabinet
"splendid performance" as presiOn the stage of Morris Dailey,
dint.
motion picture screen, that is, the
Dr. Gertrude Cavins,
Science man of mystery will be seen in
department faculty member, spoke "The Invisible Man’s Revenge",
to the group after the banquet. final Blue Key sponSored show of
Miss Brewster and Mrs. Izetta the school quarter.
Pritchard, AWS adviser, also gave
According to Program Director
speeches..
Ray Bishop, .the film attraction is
Entertainment for the evening scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m.
was provided by Nancy Etherton, Also on the bill are selected shotts.
Beverly Busch, Greta Cannon,
Fred Bannsberger and Bob Rankin.
Hartford, Conn., is the home of
Co-chairmen in charge bf the the oldest printed newspaper in
banquet were Dot Pedersen and the United States. It was estabMelba Sills.
lished in 1764.

Final Key Movie
On Sparta Screen

Eleven ROTC cadets have been
named by the Military Science department as distinguished military
students. Of that number, four are
military police students and seven
are in the air ROTC.
The outstanding MP cadets are
fi.ichard E. George, Donald W
Larson, Chester A. Miller and Oliver S. James.
Named as distinguished air ROTC cadets are Robert S. Barmettler, Max N. Burchard, Jack A.
Fowler, Carl T. Lindner, Hal K.
Snook, George E. Steele and Francis-M. Wildman.

Way of Life" at a national meeting of Epsilon Pi Tau fraternity
in San Diego, according to Industrial Arts deoartment sources.

Do Your homework
while letting our modern
automatic LAUNDERMATS

Do Your Washing
Complete drying and ironing
facilities available.
PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE

Half-Hour Laundry
Barbore Highway and McGee Road
Phone Columbia 9794-W

LOUNGE DRAPES made to order
in FORSTMANN FLANNEL

PAUL’S Tailor Shop
73 So. Market St.

Classified Acis-1
Classified advertisements may
be placed in the Spartan Daily
office, 8-93, Monday through Friday, holidays excepted, between
ii-a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

.
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FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR RENT: All sum- trier. D Ohobai,7S. Thr . all
Bal. 6122.
’
-BEAUTIFULLY FURN. ROOM:
For women only. Kitchen privileges. Reasonable. Close. Other students in house. 398 S. 12th. Bal.
4616-W.
_
MEN: Rooms for summer school.
With kitchen privileges, $25; without, $17.50. Block and half from
campus. 468 S. Sixth.
ROOM-:- With kitt hen pri Ilegeg
for the summer months. $22.50
per month. Call Bal. 6924 or Bal.
6073.
TWO BLOCKS FROM COLLEGE: Rooms for four inen for
summer quarters, $10 a month
each. 491 S. Seventh.
ROOM AND BOARD: For co)lege girls for summer session: 199
S. 14th streeC Bal. 2761-W.
-OPPORTUNITY: For girt to
share five-room apartment with
garage and patio. Near school. Bal:
26614.
WANTED: Two male‘ students
to share beautifully furnished fiveroom home with two other students for summer, possibly longer,
’ Call Col. 2225-J. Duke.or Don.
FOR, SALE
BLESSING:, Super Artist cornet. Excel. cond., case like new.
See to appreciate. Fkeasonable
price. 455 S. Ninth.
FOR SALE: Willy’s deluxe
coach. New tires, upholstery and
parts. See watchman at 571 Lincoln avenue, after 4 p.m. Sundays or after 6 p.m. Mondays and
Tuesdays.
FOR SALE: Late 1940 Buick
cony.
Radio and heater. Good
shape. $950. Call at Staff office.
10:30 daily.
FOR SALE: Used tuxedoes, exceUeni condition. Reasonably priced. Better Used Garment Shoppe,
42 E. William street, phone Col.
9970-W.
FOR SALE: 1939 Ply, convertible sedan. New top. Perfect condition. Make offer. Col. 3802-W.
WANTED
$15 CASH REWARD: For information leading to rental of small
apartment for two. Mac McRobbie, Col. 1760-R, evbnings.
1,10
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Luckies’ fine tobacco picks you up when you’re
low ... calms you down when you’re tenseputs
you on the Lucky level! That’s why it’s so important
to remember that Lucia STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

1.S/41

mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independent tobacco experts auctioneers, buyers and warehousemensmoke Luckies regularly than the next two
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!

Amalfi Stilke iffean4 Rae’ rohame

So round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw
COP... TMII PilPICM

TOIICCO

COPIAP.

